Nature

7/1-3
Nature's 'Food Table' compared with Man's. Food
for Nature as the yearly decomposition of once-living
creatures. Cells her Breath, with photosynthesis in plant cells
enabling Nature's Food octave to continue. Her Impressions
in the world of molecules . subtlety in atmospheric conditions ,
and in living shape and form , leading sometimes to a glimpse
of her ecstatic artistry. (7/1a - Colin's Blackbird Sonnets)

(The Enneagram of 7/3 is from Vol V Biosphere 1/39. These
Papers are probably mid 60s)
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NATURE'S

FOOD

TABLE.

The food table, as it was given us, applies to man •••• But
every living thing has a food table, and the principles are alwey-s
the same.
Nature has a food table - it is curiously simple.
Her
lowest storey is the soil, in which she has her roots; her middle
storey is the ley-er of growing things above the soil; and her top
s"torey is the a.ir and the atmosphere in which she lives.
Consider what happens.
Every yea:r the soil is fed with the
falling leaves, the plants and other organisms which live and die
with the sea.sons.
They deoompose and sink into the soil; various
chemical actions take place, and in time the minerals and other products
in the soil rise with the sap and circulate in the cells of all the
growing things in Nature.
It is the same with man's digestive process - with the first three
notes of his food octave.
Food enters the stomach at DO, is acted
upon by various enzymes at RE, and the products which result enter the
bloodstream and oiroulate through the system, reaching the lungs at
the note MI.
And when MI is reached, a shock becomes necessary. This is provided
in man by the entry of air.
What is it that provides the shook in
Nature's food table?
Now the food that Nature eats is different from ours - it is made
of larger elements - the bodies of living creatures - whereas our food
is made of oells.
In the same w~ Nature~s breath is different from,
ours. We are used to thinking of breath as consisting of air; but
air is too rarefied for Nature to breathe. Nature 'breathes' cells;
cells provide her with the vital energy she needs.
And just as the miraculous process of breathing enables our food
octave to continue, ao the miraculous process of photosynthesis, which
ta.ltee place in the cells of plants, is the shook that enables Nature's food
octave to continue.
The process of photosynthesis enables more intelligent substances
to be created in the plant cell, and some of these substances provide
food for animals and man. Others are used by the ple.n~ itself - delicate
substances which control its growth and shape, and enable it to survive
in its surroundings.
But here we arrive at the second place where a shock is needed - at
SOL 48 in the food octave, or MI 48 in the air octave.
What is it that
provides this shock for Nature?
For man it is the entry of impressions. But the entry of impressions
in itself is not enough; and ordinarily the impressions octave goes no
further - the food octave continues alone, to SI I2, to provide the
energy required for physical creation and reproduction.
In the same wey- Nature's food octave continues; and we get glimpses
of it in many things; in the wonderful devices connected with
fertilisation in plants, in the scent which arouses the sex instinot
in animals,. in the seed which falls onoe again in the soil - in the
lowest storey - and then by some strange miracle starts to spring •••
All these and many other wonderful things in Nature can to some
extent be explained; but her impressions - how can they be explained?
What is the medium that conveys them?
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Colin 's Sonnet
17

I heard a blackbird sing, and everything
Was suddenly filled with the loveliness
·Of his deep voice in the early morning,
There as I lay, and heard his sweet notes bless
The dawn of a new day; as if no less
Than the angels of God were by my bed,
Bringing me tidings of his gentleness,
And of the great joy that was heralded
When power and mercy in our hearts were wed ...
And all that day it lingered very near,
The blackbird's song, and like a great light, shed
In a dark place, it freed my heart from fear.
And even now, when the sweet blackbird sings
I am reminded of an angel's wings.

Colin 's Sonnet

54
Why are you silent, blackbird, till the spring
Is here again ? Why does your lovely song
Fade like an empty dream, all through the long
Dark days of winter, till the green buds bring
New life, new joy to every living thing?
Today I heard you sing. Like a clear pool
Your voice went deep, into the limpid cool
Waters beyond all fear, all questioning.
And in that moment when I heard you sing,
There in that brief moment was everything;
All that I ever hoped for, held most dear,
Everything, always,-in that voice so clear.
And even now its lovely echo rings
Deep in the centre, in the heart of things.
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Nature's impressions belong to the world of moleoules. Probably,
the atmosphere - the ai.r we breathe - is the principal medium that
conveys them-. All the delicate changes in temperature, all the
sounds and scents and colours, the lighting effects, the winds - all
these are oonveyed through the atmosphere.
And deeper within are
all those possibilities conveyed by the orga.nic,molecule - the infinite
variety of form and function in living things.
Sometimes, perhaps on a still morning when it is misty, and the
sun is shining through the trees, we begin to understand.
We begin
to sense something much deeper about Nature - we feel her, not as a
series of isolated events, but as a presence; , and we are filled with
wonder at her beauty.
Everything she does is so beautiful - even
the tiniest detail; and she herself is so quiet a.nd so still, yet
very friendly and near.
It is as if everything about her were eosta.tio,,
and we never saw this before.
And then a blackbird starts singing - wonderful deep-throated sounds
that go right into the centre of one's being.
And of course, there
is no longer any question - of course, it is the impressions octave
Nature's impressions octave - that is the explanation of it all%
Everything that is beautiful in Nature; the song of birds, the
colour and pattern of their plumage, the symmetry of flowers, the love
of play in animals, the mimicry·of insects, the lighting effects of
atmosphere at dawn and sunset - all these are not essential for Nature,
they are surplus to the ordinary requirements of life. And it is all
these things taken together which provide the shook - the impetus whioh
enables her impressions ootave to o~ntinue.
And when it continues,
its influence penetrates into everything - even the most ordinary things
that Nature does.
And that is why we sometimes feel sueh ecstasy in
the world around us.
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( From Vol V Enneagram - Biosphere 1/39)
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